Ensure a Bright Future for your Kids @

SHREE VALLABH ASHRAM

“Equipping Energizing Empowering for a bright Future!”

Shree Vallabhbh Ashram Group

Shreevallabh Ashram is the culmination of our Param Poojya Swami Shree Hariprasadaji’s vision of a model educational institution for providing quality education with an ideal mix of modern education and traditional cultural values.

It has been in the forefront for imparting education and Social Services since 1976 and successfully manages three CBSE, Bharat affiliated Schools in Killa Pardi namely:

1. Vallabh Ashram’s MGM Amin & V N Savani School
2. Shreevallabh Ashram’s M.C.M. Kothari International Girls’ Residential School (fully residential girls' school from std. I to XII and boys from std. I to V)

Spreading its wings ahead, recently the trust has started its fourth school in Bilimora – Shreevallabh Ashram’s Smt. Shobhaben Pratapbhai Patel School – A Proposed CBSE K-12 School

Vallabh Ashram’s MGM Amin & V N Savani School

Vision

Grooming the future leaders!

Overview

The school primarily aims at the total development of a student, instilling positive values like character, morality and self discipline, thus moulding each individual into a mature citizen.

Situated amidst lush green, pollution free environs with open verdant surroundings, the campus offers a healthy, pollution free environment with well-equipped modern infrastructure, communication and medical facilities.

- Established in 1976.
- Oldest and leading CBSE, Bharat affiliated K-12 School (residential for boys class VI onwards)
- Member of IPSC (Indian Public Schools’ Conference) and NPSC (National Progressive Schools’ Conference).
- With a progressive strength of approximately 2000 students that includes 390+ hostel students.

The school is located on the Mumbai-Ahmedabad National Highway No.48 at Killa Pardi, 10 kms. away from Valsad railway station and nearly 200 kms from Mumbai/Baroda and it is well connected to rail and road services which makes it an ideal institution with easy accessibility.
WHY VALABH ASHRAM’S MGM SCHOOL?

- We provide idyllic education with a harmonious blend of modern technology instilled with Indian culture and values.
- We mould them into a mature and polished person, capable of facing all challenges in life, thereby making an attempt to provide mature citizens.
- We strive to provide safe and healthy living environment to students.
- We emphasise on the holistic development inculcating leadership qualities.
- We provide Comfortable and Homely Boarding facilities.

SCHOOL FACILITIES

- CCTV Surveillance.
- Qualified Experienced staff with Ideal Teacher Student Ratio.
- State of the art infrastructure with all modern amenities including swimming pool.
- Well-equipped laboratories and language labs and libraries.
- Computers with internet facilities.
- Emphasis on nurturing creativity thru music, dance, tabla, art and craft.
- Cricket, swimming, football, badminton, skating, basketball, athletics, karate, table tennis, etc.
- Stress on extra-curricular activities.
- Perfect blend on modern education with Indian culture.
- Fair number of students selected every year in reputed medical

HOSTEL FACILITIES

- CCTV Surveillance.
- Regular monitoring of each and every child
- Airy and spacious Dormitories with individual cupboard and study table.
- Healthy, hygienic, nourishing and pure vegetarian food facility.
- Pure cow milk twice in a day.
- 24 x7 Medicare by qualified Doctors assisted by Nurses.
- Trained and experienced Hostel-in-charges.
- Vast Playgrounds and Sports Complex with facilities of indoor and outdoor games.
- Morning Exercises and Evening Prayers.
- Remedial Teaching Facility.
- Workshops by specialists and professionals of different fields.
- Store room for stationery, books and other basic needs.